Style Guide
Grid System

Create 3-5 wireframe sketches with grids by only using the blocking method. Must use the final format size. Show examples in full size if possible, on black, no other type or information on screen. Show with and without grids. Grid to include, Column, Rows, Modules, and definition of why you chose this grid. Which constraint helped you set this grid?
Wireframe 1

The grid uses a single column for the main area, with three main rows. The middle row is widest, with the top and bottom rows acting as spaces navigation and metadata.
The grid here is more vertically oriented than the previous mock. There are two main columns of equal size and three rows. The middle row is the largest to allow for the body text.
The gris here is one main column with a less dominant column created by the image that visually breaks up the text. Paragraph text is separated by spaces, adding more rows compared to the previous designs.